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Date:20.04.2020       Class: VI                         Day: Monday 

 

 Subject : English 

 

     
                                                     MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

 

1 Rearrange the following  jumble words in meaningful sentences: 

        a)    The / north/ to/ lie/Himalayas/ the /India/ of. 

         i)   The Himalayas lie to the north of India. 

          ii)  To the north of India lie the Himalayas. 

         iii)  India lie to the north of the Himalayas. 

         iv)  Lie to the north of the Himalayas India. 

       b)   Park/ in / the/ is/ playing/ Ambika. 

         i)   In the park is playing Ambika. 

        ii)   Playing in the park is Ambika     

        iii)  Ambika is playing in the park. 

        iv)  Is playing Ambika in the park? 

      c)     Is/cloudy/ sky/the/ dark/ and. 

         i)   The sky is cloudy and dark. 

         ii)  Cloudy and dark is the sky. 

        iii)   Sky is dark and the cloudy. 

        iv)   And the sky is dark cloudy. 

2 Tick the correct option you consider as the subject in the sentence. 

a) My mother is a scientist. 

       i)   My mother                                ii)   My 

     iii)  A scientist                                iv)  Mother 

     b)  All  these books belong to my sister. 

      i) All these books                                ii) Belongs 

     iii) My sister                                          iv) None of these 

 

***************** 

 

    

 

Subject: MATHS 

1. Which one is the smallest 239, 293, 2008 or 30 ? 

a. 30          b. 239            c. 293           d. 2008 

2. The largest and smallest number using the digits 6, 5, 0, 3 are respectively 

a. 5306, 3560             b. 6530, 3056          c. 6350, 3506            d.  6350, 

3605 



3. Place value of 5 in the smallest 4-digit number formed by using 1, 5, 

9(where one of the digits is allowed to repeat twice only)is 

a. 50                       b. 500                c. 5000           d. 5 

4. What is the smallest 5-digit number that does not change even if  the  

digits are written in  

reverse order? 

a. 11000       b. 10001                        c.10101           d. 10011 

5. How many different 3-digit numbers can be formed by using the digits 2, 

0, 9 without repeating any digit in the number? 

a. 6            b. 2                         c. 5                   d. 4 

 

************* 

 

SUBJECT: Physics 

 
1.The process of comparing an unknown quantity with a known fixed quantity of the                                                                           

same kind is known as 

   a)measurement    b)cubit  c)motion  d) armlength 

2.The distance between the shoulder and the middle finger along the arm 

  a)cubit    b)armlength    c)foot step   d)hand span 

3.When an object changes its position with respect in its surroundings it is said to be in   

   a)measurement   b)motion    c)cubit    d)armlength 

4.One kilometre is equivalent to 

   a)1000m   b)100m   c)200m   d)500m 

5.One centimetre is equivalent to  

  a)10mm   b)100mm    c)50mm   d)200m 

 

 

 

Subject: -Chemistry  

                                   Multiple Choice Question (MCQ)  

1. Which one of the following is a non-living object ?  

(a) fish  

(b) fowl  

(c) feather  

(d) fox  

2. One of the following is not a plant, this one is-  

 (a)hydrilla  

 (b)hydra  

 (c)hyacinth  

 (d)hydrangea  

  

3. Which of the  following  is not a natural material ?  

(a) Minerals    



(b) leather   

(c) iron  

(d) gold  

  

4. Which one of the following is a transparent material?  

(a) Oiled paper   

(b) Air  

(c) Book  

(d) Tissue paper  

  

5. Wich one  of  the  following is lighter than water ?  

(a) Aluminium   

(b) Chalk powder  

(c) Ice   

(d) Idodine  
 

 

 

Subject: Biology  

 
1. A Source of sugar is  

a) Sugar cane        b) Cabbage      c) Spinach     d) Cheese  

2. Which of the following is an animal product?  

a) Egg       b) Rice      c) Carrot      d) Corn  

3. We get oil from   

a) Mustard seeds     b) Wheat     c) Bauhinia       d)Wheat  

4. An example of spice is   
a) Lettuce    b) fennel seed       c) onion     d) ginger  

5. An example of a carnivore is  

a) Cow    b) Lion    c) goat      d) giraffe   

  

*************** 

 

 

 

SUBJECT: Social Studies 

 
Q.     Multiple choice questions (MCQ)  

1 . The earliest coins in ancient India were  

         a) Punch-marked coins.             b) Silver round coins                  c) Gold coins  

2 . The two epics of India are the  

         a ) Illiad and the Odyssey        b) Panchatantra and the Kathasaritasagar     c) Ramayana and 

Mahabharata  

3 .How many Puranas are regarded as important?  



a ) 8.                                         b ) 18.                                              c) 16  

4 . Who wrote the Indica?  

a ) Megasthenes.                       b ) Seleucus                                     c ) Menander  

5 . Manuscripts were written on   

a ) Caves.                                  b ) Wooden tablets.                          c ) Palm leaf    

                                            ************************************  

 

SUBJECT: Computer  

Multiple choice questions (select the correct one):-   

1. Who is the first computer programmer?  

a) Charles Babbage  b) Lady Ada       c) Dennis Ritchie   d) None of these 

 

2.  Assembler converts Assembly language into _____ Language. 

a) High Level  b) Low Level       c) Machine     d) None of these 

 

3. Computer Language has been classified into _____ generations. 

a) 4   b) 5        c) 6              d) None of these 

 
4.  Machine Language is made up of 

       a) 0’s     b) 1’s                   c) Both of these                  d) None of these 

 
5.  Fourth-generation language are also known as very _______ Language 

a) High Level  b) Low Level        c) Common      d) None of these 

 

 

*************** 
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